
CASE STUDY 

BOURNE LEISURE (HAVEN)

HEADLINES

KEY FACTS Client:                Bourne Leisure (Haven)
Location:  Thornwick Bay Holiday Village,  
                             Flamborough 

Services:  Planned maintenance: M&E            
                             and ventilation

Toilets before Toilets after Sinks before

Sinks after

bathroom, toilet, shower and changing facilities installed

maintenance of the Village’s M&E services and fabric of the 
touring blocks

the maintenance of 17 Haven sites and have worked with  
Bourne Leisure since 2010

to tender due to success of maintenance at 
other Haven sites

FOUR 

INVITED 

MODERN 

ONGOING 

MANAGED

touring and camping block buildings fully refurbished 
to deadline
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HOW WE DID IT

The male, female, family and disabled 
touring and camping block facilities were 
rejuvenated with the existing showers, toilets, 
tiles, sanitary ware, vanity units and mirrors 
removed and replaced.

New disabled shower and toilet facilities were 
also supplied and installed.

With a strong relationship established with 
Bourne Leisure (Haven) over many years, 
we were appointed to transform one of its 
most popular sites on the North East coast 
of England ahead of the busy Spring and 
Summer holiday seasons. Our work was 
aesthetical and functional, with both the 
appearance and quality of services greatly 
improved.

Replacement roof domes featuring a double 

the repainting of walls and woodwork, a large 
mural supplied and installed and the creation 
of a hygienic caravan waste point.

heating system including children-friendly low 
surface temperature radiators.

 

 

A large mural depicting Flamborough Head 
was installed to add a visually appealing 
feature.

The work was completed to a tight deadline 
of March 2018 ready for the Easter holidays.

The result is a big improvement aesthetically 

perspective as the new equipment and 
planned maintenance of M&E services will 

amount of money.

Floor tiling spanning 140 sqm and wall tiling 

LED IP-rated downlights, new extractor 
systems, hair dryers, power supplies and a 
disabled alarm system.

New ceilings with insulation were installed and 
so too an ‘Aco’ style drainage channel.

KEY CONTACT
David Ridsdale
G&H Maintenance Director
david.ridsdale@ghmaint.me
0345 609 0334

Corridor after

Corridor before
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